
Borgstrom speaks
on food crisis

A tiny 5.4% of the world's population is
using 40% of the world's food resources,
Georg Borgstrom told a group of 300 people
on campus at the first College of Biological
Science lecture. The Michigan State food
scientist who also teaches geography and
human nutrition was talking about the qeo
pol itical aspects of the world food crisis.

Dr. Borgstrom said the energy crisis now
facing us is only a beginning of our adjustment
to reality. "Never before in history has so
much been destroyed for so few," he said.

Western man has failed to realize that he
has reached the end of his golden age. In the
period from 1850 to 1950, the European
branch of the world family grew ahead of all
other branches through the application of
medical and agricultural technology and
because of emigration. One hundred million
Europeans emigrated to other parts of the
world (25 million returned), giving the western
world an immense agricultural lead, and more
or lesseliminating starvation.

The pattern of world trade created in that
lOOyear period still dominates the world
market, with the only new element being
Japan. Japan has copied the western model,
creating a huge empire dependent on the
oceans and the North Arnerican prairie - fish
is available in the Tokyo fish market from all
over the globe, Dr. Borgstrom said. However
the majority of the Japanese popu lation has
had little improvement in its diet; the benefit
is going to the wealthy.

Dr. Borgstrom also criticized technical aid
programs. "We have rarely ever analyzed an
aid program sufficiently broadly." Also he
said, "There is no senseproducing food if it
is not supplying the right kind of nutrition."
He explained that although the production of
food may be ahead of population growth, fats
and calories gain far more than protein. No
one has analyzed food production in terms of
the poor world and the rich world. Seen in
these terms there has never been a surplus,
only enormous shortages.

Continued on page 2.

U. S. to ban lead shot

In the United States it is expected that the
use of lead shot will be banned over the next
three years. Until sufficient testing of
alternatives has been completed, however, t h 

Canadian government does not plan to outla
lead shot for hunting waterfowl. Yet even if a
total ban were placed on lead shot the immed
iate problem would not be solved. Because
shot is very resistant to corrosion it could
take several decades before lead already
accumulated in waterways would be made
harmless to waterfowl.

Divers suffer most

The bird's feeding behavior also influences
its potential for lead poisoning. Divers, which
feed on lake bottoms, are more likely to ingest
the lead shot than surface feeders, since the
spent shot sinks to their feeding grounds.

Another aspect of the University of Guelph
study is the testing of alternatives for lead shot.
A combination of lead and iron has been found
to be considerably less toxic to mallards than
commercial lead shot. Iron alone is unaccep
table because of the damage caused to the
gunbarrel. A pure iron shot is also less
efficient for killing waterfowl - birds are
often merely crippled by the shot.

high rate of lead poisoning. This may be due
to both environmental and nutritional factors.
Jim I rwin claims that nutrition is probably the
"most important factor in terms of toxicity."
Ducks experimentally raised on corn, which is
an incomplete diet, are particularly susceptible
to the effects of lead poisoning.

For decades lead poisoning has been recog
nized as a widespread and serious disease of
waterfowl in North America. Every year
millions of ducks, geese and swans die from
the ingestion of spent lead shot. Pathology
professor Lars Karstad, Dr. Lou Sileo and
graduate student Jim Irwin are presently
involved with Nolan Perret of the Canadian
Wildlife Service in studies to determine the
nature and magnitude of this problem and
to find a safe alternative to lead shot for use
by hunters.

Small amount kills bird

Because of the small amount of lead shot
which must be ingested to kill a bird, the prob
lem of lead poisoning is particularly acute. As
little as one ingested shot can be fatal dose for
a mallard duck, and one shotgun shell contains
about 280 pellets. Most of the shot fired at
waterfowl fall into the water, where they may
be accidentally eaten by the birds during
normal feeding behavior. Because the bird's
gizzard is adapted to the use of small stones for
grinding food, the lead shot is retained there
until it is eventually absorbed into the system.

Destroys red blood cells

The physiological effects of lead upon
waterfowl are serious. Certain enzymes and
red blood cells are destroyed, liver and gizzard
linings may be damaged, and lesions often
occur in the heart and skeletal muscle. It is
also possible that lead poisoning lowers the
waterfowl's resistance to other disease.

University of Guelph studies have deter
mined that waterfowl in certain areas - for
example, the Lake St. Clair region - suffer a

Study lead poisoning in waterlowl

Jim lrwin, left, and Dr. Sileo flush lead pellets out of live duck by inserting a double plastic tube
into the gizzard. The inside tube carries water which flushes out anything in the gizzard.
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Dr. Borgstrom, seated, left, met with nutrition faculty and graduate students, from left,
Professor E. V. Evans, Lin Khor, Patrick Stapleton, Barbara Smith, Angela Young, Jim
Atkinson and nutrition chairman S. J. Slinger.
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Dr. Aled Rhys Wil iam, director of the
educational media services at the University
of Salford and president of the national
educational closed circuit television in
Britain, was a recent visitor. He was making
a tour of eastern Canadian universities under
a grant from the British Council to observe
the development of educational technology
in Canadian higher education. He visited the
McLaughlin Library, Human Kinetics and
Audio Visual Services.

van Beers receives
advisory position

Economics Professor G. G. van Beers, pre
sently on leave from the University to the
World Bank conducting an educational survey
in Indonesia, has been appointed advisor to
the Hong Kong Centre for Educational
Research and Technology.

Professor van Beers gave a seminar 01, me
subject, re-evaluation of our economic order
and objectives, to people in Hong Kong
interested in no-growth or balanced growth
economies on a stop over on his trip to
Indonesia. After the seminar Professor van
Beers was asked to serve as an advisor to the
centre which is engaged in research activities
in Southeast Asia, evaluating changing educa
tional systems and structures and their effects
on the economies of quickly changing
societies. One of their major areas of interest
is the question of whether economies should
grow beyond a certain level, and if they
should, how much and in what areas.
Professor van Beers has done considerable
research in these fields.

The only other director of the centre is
Professor Torsten Husen, director of the
Institute of International Education at
Stockholm.

Professor van Beers will be in Indonesia
until December as a member of a 10 member
education and training system survey team.
He will make his report to the World Bank
during the winter semester.

Two groups of English dairy farmers ....
recently visited the Department of Animal
and Poultry Science and the Elora Research
Station. They were from the CI BA-Geigy
Chemical Company and the South of England ....
Agricultural Society. Another group of
visitors, dairy farmers associated with United
Breeders in Manitoba, also visited the depart-
ment as did groups of students from Laval .-
University, Quebec City and New Liskeard
College of Agricultural Technology.

VISITORS
Donald Groff, executive director of the
Ontario Association of Continuing Education
and Murray Donaldson, assistant director
general of the Bureau of Staff Development
and Training with the Public Service Com
mission of Canada, recently visited extension
education faculty and graduate students.

than the food situation, he said, "three
thousand million people have unacceptable
water."

Dr. Borgstrom said that these inequalities
must and will change. "The only way to
peace is to tackle this issue." Unilateral
decisions are not dependable. Through
unilateral agreements Russia, now the only
major "have" nation (in terms of resources)
in the world has imported huge amounts of
food from North America to help it in its
climb to reach a pinnacle higher than the U.S.

Planning must be regional and within time
spans - as storage of crops is critical. Food
allocation and water allocations must be
worked out on a world scale and oceans made
common properties for the benefit of all
mankind. And "food scientists and geog
raphers must be brought into the total
planning," he said.

OVC graduate students, from left, E. C. Firth, Andrew P. Gilman and H. Hariharan are the
winners of the $500 Ballard Fellowships. Mr. Firth, a graduate of Massey University in New
Zealand, is specializing in large animal surgery in the graduate diploma program in Clinical
Studies. Mr. Gilman, a graduate of the University of Western Ontario, is working on a Ph.D.
study of thiamin-thiaminase interactions in sea birds in the Pathology Department. Dr.
Hariharan, who holds degrees in veterinary medicine from Kerala and Edinburgh Universities,
and an M.Sc. from Guelph, is working in the field of avian botulism in Veterinary Microbiology
and Immunology.

Food crisiscontinued from page 1.-------------------------
While world food experts, among them

Canada's minister of agriculture Eugene
Whelan who will speak here November 30,
are meeting in Rome to discuss the world
food crisis, 40 countries are close to or past
the point of starvation, Dr. Borgstrom said.
In India alone three or four million people
are on the brink of starvation while in West
Africa 10 million are dead and 30 million
have fled south.

He explained the danger of the water
situation in Africa, India and even America.
The American southwest has tapped ground
water to the extent that there is now little
left. It makes much more sense to store food
than water, he said, relating the old Indian
law that forbade the use of water to increase
yields on penalty of capital punishment.
Water could be used only to save a crop. The
world water situation is even more critical
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University economists study changing land use patterns

Robert McNaughton, left, Larry Robinson and Professor Rodd check a site on the map for their
study of land use in the Toronto-centred region.

year, may be of value for regional planning,
says Professor Rodd. It will shed light on
patterns of change in rural areas. It may also
help in the establishment of policies and
zoning regulations which will provide for
both the socio-economic and physical aspects
of ru ral land use.

.. .
Nancy Hicks, an off-semester student in biology who is working for the Grounds Department,
wraps a London plane tree to protect it from winter injury. Without such wrapping the tree
trunk may heat up on sunny days, then cool, split and dry out when the sun goes down.

the-spot site inspections. When their work is
completed they will have records on 1,500
pieces of land with a total area of 73,000
acres. This land will be compared to other
land in the townships to determine what
landscape features are in demand.

The project, which is to be completed in a

FOR SALE - Blitz fiberglass skis and bindings, ski

poles, ski boots, (woman's size 81, Ext. 3167 or

821-1075; Child's figure skates, size 13, girl's coat,

dresses, jumpers, size 6, 824-8620; Nikon Photonic

T. Camera, Sanyo Movie camera, P.O. Box 1592,

Guelph; Electric underwood typewriter (older model)

just cleaned, 821-7016; Cub uniform, table tennis
set, boy's size 2 skates, child's ski outfit (size 2 boots),

pine desk, 824-3993; Solid painted utility table with
detachable legs, 5' x 30", antique stained hardwood
bookcase 5' x 5', Ext. 3945 or 821-4544; 1920

Chandler Price platen letter press and type, Glen at
Ext. 3615 or 843-2432; Henke ski boots size 8 and
size 6, 821-6826; Kitchen table and 4 chairs, Rosignol
skis (pro model I 210 em with marker bindings, Jan,
Ext. 3444 or 821-3044; 2 solid elm lsophon speakers,
24"x30"x16", 824-6840 or 823-2198.

HOUSING - For rent, 2 bedroom home with garage
and garden, Stevenson St. S. area, 843-1391 after 5;

Wanted bachelor apartment starting Dec. 1, Ext.
3098 or 822-4797,3 bedroom house for rent near

campus, Dec. 15- Sept. 15, Ext. 3992 or 824-6733.

MISCELLANEOUS - Ride or share driving daily

Guelph - Waterloo, approx. 9 - 5, 821-9990; Ride

wanted for winter semester from Kitchener and

return, will help with expenses, 579-2065; Ride

wanted to Toronto Monday· Friday for 9 a.m. at

York University, share expenses, possibility of car

pool later, Marion, 824-1474; Good used comic

books, Mad magazines wanted by teacher in remote
native school, Ext. 3464; Disc jockey services for

Christmas parti-s. 822-1354.

PERSONALS

What happens to the country when non-farm
development moves in?

In some areas, for instance those closest to
Toronto, the country is merely transformed
into city. But in larger outlying areas houses,
stores and factories are built in the midst of
farmlands or forest areas, and rural and urban
activities exist side by side. This situation is
being studied by a University group headed by
Professor Stephen Rodd of the School of Agri
cultural Economics and Extension Education.

"We're attempting to find out what
patterns urban-oriented development is taking
in rural areas," says Professor Rodd. "To do
this we're studying land sales between 1969
and 1972 in 19 townships in the Toronto
centred region. We are determining what sort
of land is being bought ~ whether it is culti
vated land, pasture, wasteland or woods;
whether it is flat or hilly, low-lying or of high
elevation, and what economic activities are
carried on around it.

"We are also trying to determine how this
land is being used. For instance, is it for
farmland or residential construction? And
are the lots small and widely scattered or
large and concentrated in specific areas?"

The project, which is supported by grants
from the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and
Food, the Canadian Council on Urban and
Rural Research and the Canada Department
of Agriculture, primarily involves Professor
Rodd and two assistants, Larry Robinson and
Robert McNaughton. They are collecting
detailed information based on government
records, the Canada Land Inventory and on-
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Professor Crowley, right, and students board the train for Quebec City.

Guelph students visit Quebec City

-

-
-

-

-
-

-

Professors N. J. Bunce, A. K. Colter, M. Cocivera,

C. A. Fyfe and M. J. Nye attended the first eastern
Canada physical organic mini-symposium at the Inn

on the Park in Toronto. Professors Colter, Cocivera

and Fyfe presented invited lectures.

H. E. Wright, OMAF and Engineering, visited farm

machinery dealers in Northern Ontario recently.

Professor W. K. Bilanski, Engineering, attended

meetings of the Canadian Council of Engineers in

Ottawa.

FACULTY ACTIVITIES

J. E. Brubaker, OMAF and Engineering, was in
Ottawa for discussions on the Canadian code on

farm buildings, N.R.C.

-

INTERN~TION~L

~CTI\JITIES

Professor A. G. Meiering, Engineering, visited wineries _

in New York and Ontario with Dr. Franz Matzner and
Dr. Rudolf Platz of Germany.

It's a long way from West Africa to Ontario
and students coming here under the Guelph
Ghana project have to adjust to differences in •
everything from climate to customs. There
is also quite a difference in the academic
system.

The University of Ghana is organized along
the lines of English universities, says Dr. E. J. _
Thompson, a faculty member from Ghana
who unofficially servesas a counsellor for
students at Guelph. It is relatively free and
unstructured, and places emphasis on essays,
tutorials, and examinations at the end of the
year. At Guelph the discipline is more rigid
and a much larger number of tests are
administered. This may be a little traumatic
for newly-arrived Ghanaian students, he says.
Many of them are on grants and scholarships
and feel constantly under pressure to do well.

Students from Ghana may also have diffi-
culty adapting to social life at Guelph. Many
of them have gone to boarding schools, then
the University of Ghana which is entirely a
residence university, says Dr. Thompson. When 
they come to Guelph they find a larger univer
sity with a different community structure,
where they must make new friends and con-
tacts.

But because various Guelph faculty members
have been to Ghana things are easier, he says.
It is pleasant for a Ghanaian student to be
recognized on campus by people like Professors
Jim Shute and Jack Tanner, who have both
been to Ghana.

There are now 18 Ghanaian students at
Guelph. Dr. Thompson himself is a research
fellow serving for one year in the Department
of Land Resource Science.

Professor T. E. Bates, Land Resource Science,

attended the cassava-swine advisory committee
meeting of the Canadian International Research

Centre in Ottawa.

structed buildings of the Place Royale, immed
iately below the Chateau Frontenac. Visits
were also made to the Musee de Quebec, the
Ursuline Museum and the Petit Serninaire,
founded in the seventeenth century.

The inter-disciplinary approach to Quebec
studies included the frequent sampling of
Quebec cuisine in local restaurants and
"brasseries." Pauline Julien, a well-known
and high ly popular Quebec singer, provided
one of the highlights of the trip, when she
performed in one of the local "boites a
chanson."

Professor Hathorn told the Bulletin he felt
the blend of academic, cultural and social
contacts provided an unusual and rich learning
experience for both students and faculty.

Arts students enrolled in courses in French
Canadian history, pol itics and Iiteratu re
visited Quebec City recently. They were
accompanied by Professors Terry Crowley,
Henry Wiseman and Ramon Hathorn.

Students met senior members of the Quebec
Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Denis Vaugeois,
Director General of the Quebec Ministry of
Intergovernmental Affairs, and Professor Leon
Dion, an eminent political scientist from Laval
University. The frank discussions and exchange
of information were encouraged by the
confidential character of the meetings.

The Guelph students took a bus tour of the
historic Island of Orleans, followed by walking
tours through the older part of Quebec City
in the Upper Town and through the recon-

Ken Danby, right, Canadian artist who will lecture here next semester, gave the Arts at Noon lec
ture last week. Bill Bernie, president of the Student Federation, College of Arts, looks at slides
on Danby's work purchased by the students for the Department of Fine Art for the slide library.



B.A. graduates in demand

CUSO provides challenge and meaningful work

Gary Patterson shown here with his class at Malawi mission school, came to Guelph in
August to do graduate work in soil science.

•

For anyone who has a longing for travel and
adventure, the desire to find a meaningful
job, or a need to fulfill certain social obliga
tions, cusa may provide the answer.
Founded 11 years ago, at a time when many
people were just becoming aware of the
problems facing underdeveloped countries,
the Canadian University Services Overseas
was organized to recruit trained professionals
to fill posts in these struggling nations.

The aim of cusa is to assist these countries
in their efforts to achieve self-sufficiency. For
this reason volunteers are hired for a two year
term, and only at the request of governments
or agencies of countries involved. To help
ensure that a genuine need is being filled,
cusa workers are paid by these governments
at local rates. However cusa pays for trans
portation to and from the post, for health
insurance, and for any interest owing on
student loans during the two years. cusa
volunteers also receive a "reestablishment
allowance" on their return to Canada.

B.A.'s wanted as teachers

Applicants may be chosen for a variety of
positions ranging from town planner to arts
and crafts instructor. The majority of cusa
workers, however, are involved in the fields of
education, health, agriculture and technology.
This year there is a special drive to recruit
B.A. graduates, including those with general
degrees to fill teaching posts in West Africa,
the South Pacific and Thailand. A cusa
worker may be posted in anyone of 40
countries in Africa, Latin America, the
Caribbean, Asia, or the Pacific, and although
the applicant's first choice cannot always be
fulfilled, efforts are made to place him in the
cou ntry he selects.

To quality for a position in cusa it is not
absolutely necessary to hold a degree or
diploma. In fact experience is often preferred
to university training. Nor is age a barrier. As
long as you are at least 18 years old and in
good health you may qual ify. Married couples
as well as single people can be posted provided
suitable jobs can be found for both husband
and wife in the same area. Couples with
children, however, can be considered only if
the children are below school age.

Sense of humor helps

Certain personal qualities are also required.
Versatility, sensitivity, adaptability and a sense
of humor are of great importance, since
workers must adapt to a whole new set of
circumstances. In many casesvolunteers find
themselves doing jobs completely different
from those to which they were originally
assigned. Gary Patterson, a cusa returnee
from Malawi, now engaged in graduate work
at Guelph, was hired as an instructor in
physical science, but found himself teaching
three other subjects as the need arose.

Sometimes a job cannot be done because

equipment is lacking or conditions unsuitable.
A University of Guelph graduate, John Huber,
who was assigned as Tanzania's first forest
entymologist, suffered much frustration in his
attempt to carry out the impossibly large
task of classifying the nation's forest insects.
In the end he satisfied himself with completing
the background work necessary before the
actual classification could begin. Medical
people, too, find that they must get along
with minimum equipment and little or no
medicine. Teachers often have to abandon
courses or design their own because of a lack
of books.

Adjust to new cultures

Despite these potentially frustrating condi
tions, most workers are enthusiastic and
happy with their work. Even the culture
shock which one would expect a Canadian to
experience when faced with a radical change
of life style is passed off as a minor occurrence
by most workers. A recent returnee from
Malawi, Dian Patterson, explains this phen
omenon: "You're so excited when you first
arrive," she says, "that the differences don't
bother you at all. I didn't experience any
culture shock."

Taught in Nigeria

Most volunteers had similar experiences.
Peter Perk, now a student at Guelph, taught
math and physics for four years in a boys'
school in a remote village in Nigeria. For him
the cultural differences presented an unusual
learning experience. Not only were the
villagers and their way of life new and

,. ~

different to him, but he, too, was a curiosity
in their eyes. He tells how women in the
market would ask for a piece of his blond hair,
which they considered fair trade for onions.
When his two year term ended he had no
desire to leave, so he stayed on for another
two years and now plans to return to another
"bush" post on the completion of his degree.

Remote postings possible

Not all cusa postings are in remote
villages, however. Placements range from
these "bush" posts, wh ich often can be
reached only by dugout canoes and bicycles,
to city posts, where housing and facilities are
sim ilar to North America.

Although cusa is financed in part by the
Canadian government, it is an independent
organization, receiving its primary support
from universities. Other funds come from
private donations from the general publ ic,
corporations, community and service groups,
provincial governments and proceeds from
Miles for Millions marches.

Need workers here

Involvement with cusa does not neces
sarily entail a two year work term abroad.
Anyone, with or without previous experience
in cusa work, is eligible to participate on
the local committees, which are responsible
for selection of candidates, education of the
general public, and organization of meetings.

Anyone wishing further information or a
cusa application form may see Ian White,
Career Planning and Placement, in room 160,
Johnston Hall.

'1,.7f:.rtr: I
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FACULTY ACTIVITIES
Professor Rita J. Wensler, Zoology, attended the third
annual meeting of the Society for Neurosciences

held in San Diego, California. it is anticipated that

the 6th annual meeting of this rather young society

will be held in Toronto. Immediately before the

meetings, 20 neurophysiologists interested in

arthropod sensory systems met for informal round

table discussions at the Stanford Research institute.

Professor Wensler presented an account of her work

on arthropod sensory systems during ecdysis.

Professor V. J. Matthews, Languages, attended the

fall meeting of the committee of chairmen of Ontario

university classics departments at the University of

Toronto. Professor Matthews is secretary of the

committee.

Professor D.A.L. Auld, Economics, was a discussant

of a paper at the Third World Congress of the inter

national Industrial Relations Association held at the

London School of Economics, London, England.

Land Resource Science professors K. M. King, M. H.

Miller and R. L. Thomas and post-doctoral fellow

Dr. Pieter Gronevelt and Dr. Greg Wall, CDA,

attended the annual meetings of the American

Society of Agronomy in Las Vegas. They presented

the following papers: the influence of clay minerals

on the enzymic activity of an insolubilized enzyme,

S.M. Griffith and R. L. Thomas; the mineralogy of

suspended sediments from the Maumee River basin,

Ohio, G. Wall and L. P. Wilding; nutrient content of

tile drainage water from intensively cropped organic

and inorganic soils, M.H. Miller.

Professor W. T. Dickinson and M. Wrubleski, Engin

eering, were in Toronto attending meetings concerning

the International Joint Commission project.

Professor R. W. Irwin, Engineering, attended a

planning meeting for the 1974 Ontario Good Roads

Association road schools in Guelph in May.

Professor R. C. Anderson, Zoology, representing the

Canadian Society of Zoologists, attended a seminar

on the House of Science and Technology held in

Ottawa. The Association of Scientific, Engineering,

and Technological Community of Canada (SCITEC)

has recommended establishing a federally financed

centre for scientific societies in Canada. The

Canadian Society of Zoology and the Biological

Council of Canada support the concept.

Professor V. Rasper, Food Science, attended the 58th

annual meeting of the American Association of Cereal

Chemists, St. Louis, where he presented two papers:

Amylolytic susceptibility of ungelatinized starch

granules of non wheat origin, co-authored by G. Perry

and C. L. Duitschaever, and The effect of non-wheat

pentosans on the physical properties of doughs from

composite flours, co-authored by P. Hanh. He also

took part in the working meetings of the AACC

physical testing methods committee. Later he visited

the Department of Grain Science and Technology,

Kansas State University, Manhattan, where he

participated in an open seminar on the chemistry and

functionality of cereal pentosans.

Professor Elizabeth Waterston, English, has joined the

advisory board of English Studies in Canada, the newly

established journal of the Association of Canadian

University Teachers of English.

Professor Luis Lozano and D.E.R. Koch, Languages,

attended the fall meeting of the American Association

of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese (Ontario

chapter) at the University of Western Ontario.

Animal and Poultry Science faculty members M. G.

Freeman, J. C. Rennie, E. B. Burnside and J. W.

Wilton presented papers on dairy and beef cattle

breeding and genetics at the annual conference of the

Canadian Association of Animal Breeders in Toronto.

Professor G. J. King, Professor J. W. Macpherson

and Peter Penner discussed semen processing at the

conference which was also attended by Dr. T. R.

Batra, Dr. L. R. Shaeffer, H. Nicholson, C. Morris

and J. Clow.

PUBLICATIONS
Teskev, B.J.E., 1973. Results with succinic acid,

2,2·dimethyl hydrazide and summer pruning on

Northern Spy trees. Fruit Variety Journal. 27(41:

91-93. (Horticultural Science!

Boyd, W.H., 1973. The subdiaphragmatic cistern of

the hypophyseal infundibular stem. Part 1 - Relation

ship to the cavernous sinuses. Anat. Anz. 454-460.

(Biomedical Sciences)

Mottin, J. L., 1973. Drug-induced attenuation of

alcohol consumption: A review and evaluation of

claimed, potential or current therapies. Quarterly

journal of studies on alcohol. 34: 444-472.

(Psychology)

McCarthy, M.E. and J.H. Sabry, 1973. Canadian

university students' nutrition misconceptions.

Journal Nutrition Education, 5: 193. (Family

Studies1

Chang, K.P. and A. J. Musgrave, 1973. Morphology,

histochemistry, and ultrastructure of mycetome and

its rickettsial symbiotes in Cimex lectularius L.

Can. J. Microbiol. 19: 1075-1081. (Zoology)

Hunter, R.B., C.G. Mortimore, and L. W. Kannenberg,

1973. Inbred maize performance following tassel and

leaf removal. Agron. J. 65: 471-472. (Crop Science!

Milne, F.J., R. A. Swanwick and P.H.G. Stockdale,

1973. Healing of parietal peritoneum in the horse.

British Vet. J., 129: 29. (Clinical Studies!

Salvadori, A., 1973. Programming languages.

Canadian Datasystems, 5( 10): 22·23. (Computing

and Information Science 1

Ellis, C.R., 1973. Parasitism of Hvpere postics eggs

at Guelph, Ontario, by Patasson luna and Fidiobia
rugosifrons. J. Econ. Entomo!' 66(5). 1059-1060.

(Environmental Biology)
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Fifth annual print sale profits add to master collection

Danielle Dupont, Mathias Muleme and Louise Zurosky at work in the print shop.

-

-

-

...

-

pri nts by recogn ized masters. To date 50
major works have been obtained in th is way.

So come and help add to the University
collection by adding to your own.

during the sale. The collection has been built
entirely from funds donated by student artists.
Each year half of the proceeds from the print
sale is set aside for the purchase of oriqinal

Goya, Durer, and Chagall will be there - why
shouldn't you? The occasion is the fifth
annual print sale which will take place in the
Library Stoa, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. November 29
and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. November 30.

Original works by University of Guelph
student printmakers will be available for
purchase by students, faculty and the general
public, Prices, ranging from 50i to $25, are
tailored to suit even the slimmest of budgets.
"This year," print technician Louise Zurosky
said, "we'd like to make it possible for people
to buy two or three moderately priced works,
rather than a single expensive one."

There will be great variety in the prints
offered for sale, both with regard to subject
matter and technique. The pieces available
will include silkscreens, lithographs, wood
cuts, and etchings. According to Professor
Walter Bachinski of the Department of Fine
Art the overall quality of the work is
exceptionally high.

As for Goya and company, they will be
present not only in spirit but also in the form
of master prints from the University collection.
These will be placed on display in the stoa
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Choir concert
The University's 80 voice choir will present
its annual fall concert Wednesday, November
28 with a program of classical music and
Canadian folk songs arranged by Professor
Derek Healey. Soloists are Jean Edwards and
Nickolaus Kaethler. In addition to the folk
songs, the program includes Haydn's Nelson
Mass, Schubert's Mass in G, Mozart's Mass in
C minor and Handel's Acis and Galatea.
Tickets are available from Central Box Office
or from choir members at $2 general, $1
students. The concert is at 8:30 in War
Memoriall Hall.

UGCSA films
Howard Hawks' To Have and Have Not is a
tongue-in-cheek adventure starring Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren Bacall as two misfits who
challenge the Fascist tyranny of a small French
island in the Caribbean in the early forties.
The cine-series presents this film Sunday
December 2 at 2:30 and 7:30 in War Memorial
Hall. Admission is 50ft. A short entitled
Keystone Hotel has also been schedu led.

Mediaevalist historian
Professor Bertie Wilkinson, a distinguished
Canadian mediaevalist historian from the
Department of History at the University of
Toronto, will speak on divergent views on the
later middle agesand on the writing of history,
in a public lecture Wednesday, November 28
at 2 p.m. in Arts 114. Professor Wilkinson
has recently returned from London, England
where he was conducting research. The
lecture is sponsored by the history department.

Sunday Times
The Sunday New York Times is now available
in Guelph. Anyone wishing to subscribe for
this same day service should call the Political
Studies Department, Ext. 2183.

Community service talk
Max Korn of the National Institute on Mental
Retardation will speak on an innovative
approach to establishing community service
systems for the mentally retarded at a
Psychology Department colloquium. Mr.
Korn, who is a special projects officer with the
national institute, will speak today, Thursday,
November 22 at 4 p.m. in Landscape
Architecture 204.

Arts at noon
This week's Arts at Noon will feature a pro
gram of music and poetry with cellist Peggie
Sampson, a professor of music at York
University, where she teaches form, fugue
and viol da gamba. Dr. Sampson studied
under Donald Francis Tovey at Edinburgh,
with Nadia Boulanger in Paris, taught on
Tovey's faculty and later returned to
Edinburgh to take her doctorate. She was a
cello pupil of Alexanian, Feuermann and
Casals. Arts at Noon is held every Wednesday
at 12: 10 in Music Room 107 Arts.

One act plays
From November 28 - 30 the curtain rises on
three one act plays in the Drama Workshop.
The plays, directed by honors drama students,
include Zoo Story by Edward Albee, The
Arrangement by Arthur Jamieson and
Valentines by Sandra MacDonald, a play
based on D.H. Lawrence's short story, "The
White Stocking." The three plays will provide
an excellent break from final-exam-study-time
blues. Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets are 50rt
and are available at the Central Box Office in
the Arts building.

Film on Vietnam
South Vietnam - a question of torture is the
subject of a 30 minute film being shown at
International House (Watson Hall) on Monday,
November 26. The film,an analysis of the
prison and political systems in South Vietnam,
was produced by a British TV film team. It is
being shown here as part of the Amnesty
International campaign for the abolition of
torture. Discussion will follow the film which
will be shown at 9 p.m. in the main lounge.

Thursday noon hour
The Toronto Consort will perform vocal and
instrumental music of the mediaeval and
renaissance periods at the Thursday noon
hou r concerts on Novem ber 29 at 12: 10 and
1: 1O. The 12: 10 program will be music of
the middle ages, the 1: 10 program, music of
the renaissance, both programs including
Christmas music. Instruments used by the
consort include lute, oud, harp, psaltery,
viola da gamba, rebec, cornetto, cornettino,
schalmei, sackbut, recorder, flute, krummhorn,
dulzaine, rauschpfeife, shawm, kortholt,
dulcian, bagpipes, gemshorn, regals, organ and
percussion. Members are counter tenors Garry
Crighton and Frank Nakashima, baritone
David Klausner, bassTimothy McGee, tenor
David Walker and soprano Katharine Pimenoff.

Ski lift passes
Passes for the ski lift on dairy bush hill are
available now with operations expected to
begin by the end of December. The lift will
operate Monday to Friday evenings from 6 
10 p.m. and weekends. Facilities are available
to the 400 season ticket holders only. Last
year's ticket holders, remembering all the
skiing they didn't do, may buy a pass for this
year at half price. Rates are $18 for faculty
and staff members, $10 for students, graduate
students, spouses or high school children of
faculty and staff, $5 for public school children
on weekends only. Ski schools will operate
during January and February and skis may be
rented for these schools from the School of
Physical Education. Further information is
available from the Athletics Centre.

Free film
The Free Film Theatre ends its current run
with Orson Welles' The Trial Wednesday,
November 28, at 8 p.m. in Physical Science
105. Based on the book by Franz Kafka, it
relates the predicament of a young man who
lives in a police state and is arrested for a
crime that is never revealed to him. Admission
free .

Soils seminar
CDA's Ted Presant, who has been on leave for
the past two years conducting soil surveys in
Northern Tanzania will relate some of his
experiences in an illustrated lecture on
Tuesday, November 27. Slides of the soils
and landscapes of Tanzania will be included.
The lecture will be in Soils 229 at 3: 10 p.m.

Philosophy speaker
Rev. Bernard Lonergan, S.J., will speak on
his revolutionary approach to human
cognition, under the title of "insight" at a
philosophy department lecture on Tuesday,
November 27 from 1-3 in Arts 116. Father
Lonergan, born in Quebec and educated in
London and Rome, has taught theology in
Montreal, Toronto and the Gregorian Univer
sity. He is currently at Regis College in
Toronto. He recently published Insight, a
culmination of ideas he has been formulating
for several decades. In much of his work he
has attempted to synthesize insights of
traditional Christian philosophy with those of
modern European idealism and phenomen
ology. The recipient of many honorary
degrees and other awards, he is considered by
many as one of the most creative philosophical
minds of this generation.
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NEXT WEEK AT GUELPH
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22

Biology Hour -- STRESS! EFFECT ON UNBORN - SO TREAT HER GENTLY!
by Professor K. Myers, Zoology. 12 noon. Botany-Genetics/Zoology 130.
Sale >- PUBLIC AUCTION of abandoned and unclaimed articles from the
University's Safety Security department, 7:15 p.m. Gryphon Room at Alumni
Stadium.

Exhibition -- JIM DINE GRAPHICS, McLaughlin Library, continues to
November 28.

Music - - MONICA GAYLORD, piano. 12:10 to 12:45 and 1:10 to 1:45 p.m.
Music Room 107, Arts, Noon Hour Series.
Colloquium -- AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO ESTABLISHING COM
MUNITY SERVICE SYSTEMS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED, Max Korn,
National Institute on Mental Retardation, 4 p.m. Landscape Architecture 204.
T. V. -- SPOTLIGHT ON UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH. Cable 8 at 6:15 p.m.
Radio - HEIDELBERG HI-LITES, University of Guelph news program. CJOY
1460,6:20 p.m. Monday - Friday.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23

Seminar -- NUTRITION, A NATIONAL PRIORITY, a report of the Nutrition
Canada survey by Dr. Z. I. Sabry, national co-ordinator, 11 a.m. Macdonald
Institute 106.

Poetry Reading - VERSE AND WORSE - Prof. A. H. Brodie and Mike
Baker-Pearce reading poetry at noon, Arts 107.

Bash V - GOOD VIBRATIONS AND REFRESHMENTS, sponsored by the
Lennox-Addington Hall Council in the L-A cafeteria. 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Adm. 25<£.
Worship - MUSLIM JUMA PRAYER, 12:30 p.m. Arts 312.
T.V. -- SPOTLIGHT ON UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH. Cable 8 at 5 p.m.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Party - FACULTY CLUB CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS PARTY. War Memorial
Hall. Admission by tickets only. 1 to 3 p.m.
Worship _. MUSLIM ZUHR PRAYER, 1 p.m. 9th floor lounge, Arts.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 25

Worship - ANGLICAN EUCHARIST, United Church students welcome, 9:30
a.m. 9th floor lounge, Arts; R. C. MASS, 11 a.m. War Memorial Lounge; PUJA,
sponsored by the Hindu Cultural Society, 11 a.m. 8th floor lounge, Arts.
Film -- ZACHARIAH (1971), War Memorial Hall. 7:30 p.m. Adm. 500.
Cine-Series.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26

Film and discussion - SOUTH VIETNAM - A QUESTION OF TORTURE,
from Amnesty International, 9 p.m. main lounge, International House (Watson Hall)
Course - THE SCIENCE OF WEED CONTROL, Contact: Prof. G. W. Anderson,
Crop Science. Enrolment limited.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27

Seminar - G.P.C., GELL ELECTROPHORESIS, AND ULTRAFILTRATION:
SEPARATIONS EFFECTED BY MICROPOROUS MEDIA, Dr. E. Casassa,
Chemistry, Carnegie-Mellon University, 4 p.rn., Physical Science 113.
Seminar - SOILS AND LANDSCAPES OF NORTHERN TANZANIA, E. W.
Presant, CDA, 3:10 p.m. Land Resource Science, 229.
Meeting _.. DUPLICATE BRIDGE CLUB. 7:45 p.m. Computer Science 116,
beginners welcome.
Worship - R. C. MASS, 12 noon, Newman Centre, 325 Gordon St.
Meeting -- FELLOWSHIP GROUP, 8 p.m. Arts 306.
Lecture - INSIGHT, Rev. Bernard Lonergan, S.J., 1,- 3 p.m. Arts 116 (see
story p. 7)

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28

Lecture -- DIVERGENT VIEWS ON THE LATER MIDDLE AGES AND ON

THE WRITING OF HISTORY, Dr. B. Wilkinson, U of T mediaevalist historian,
2 p.m., Arts 114.

Arts at Noon - MUSIC AND POETRY, Dr. Peggie Sampson, professor of
music at York, 12:10 p.rn., Music Room 107.

Music - UNIVE RSITY OF GUELPH CHOI R CONCERT, 8:30 p.m. War

Memorial Hall. General adm. $2, students $1. Tickets available at Central Box
Office.

Drama - SELECTION OF SHORT ORIGINAL CANADIAN PLAYS, directed
by honors students in drama. 8 p.m, Drama Workshop. Tickets at 50<£ each are
available at Central Box Office. Continues to Friday, November 30.
Film - THE TRIAL, starring Orson Welles, Anthony Perkins and Jeanne

Moreau. Sponsored by the Free Film Theatre. 8 p.rn. Physical Science 105.
Worship - ANGLICAN EUCHARIST, United Church students welcome, 12
noon, Macdonald Hall 238.
Meeting - U. of G. HOMOPHILE ASSOCIATION, 8 p.m. Arts 311.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29

Lecture -PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CROP YIELD, Dr. J. L. Ozbun,
Vegetable Crops Dept., Cornell, 4 p.m., Horticultural Science 240B.
Art Sale - STUDENTS' PRINT SALE, McLaughlin Library Stoa. 9 a.m. to
9 p.rn. Continues Friday, November 30, 9 a.m. to 6 p.rn,
Music - THE TORONTO CONSORT, Mediaeval and Renaissance instruments.
12:10 to 12:45 and 1:10to 1:45 p.m. Music Room 107 Arts.
Worship -- R. C. MASS, 12 noon, Newman Centre, 325 Gordon St.

Dance ._- HOMOPHILE ASSOCIATION DANCE, Lambton Hall games room,

8-12 midnight, $1 admission.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30

Lecture - TH E FOOD SUPPLY SITUATION, by Hon. Eugene Whelan, Canada
Minister of Agriculture. 4 p.m. Physical Science 105.

KEEP THESE DATES

December 7 - IT'S A SMALL, SMALL WORLD, social and games night,
Faculty Club.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
New Listing as of November 16, 1973.

Material Handler, Grounds Department (Physical Resources). Starting rate: $3.02.
Six month job rate: $3.36.
Custodian 2, Housekeeping Department (Physical Resources). Starting rate:
$2.80. Six month job rate: $3.11.
Laboratory Technician /I (Grant), Environmental Biology. Salary grade 5.
Salary range: $112 - $148.
Secretary to the Assistant Comptroller, Comptroller's Office. Salary grade 4.
Salary range: $103 - $136.
Married Student Housing Officer, Residences. Salary grade 4. Salary range:
$103 - $136.

Invoice Clerk, Central Reservations and Conferences, Residences. Salary grade 3.
Salary range: $93 - $123.
Personnel Clerk, Personnel Department. Salary grade 3. Salary range: $93-$123.
Agricultural Assistant, Animal and Poultry Science. Salary grade 6. Shift 2.
Starting rate: $137.58. Six month job rate: $144.30. One year job rate: $151.02.
Secretary to the Chairman, Department of Sociology and Anthropology. Salary
grade 4. Salary range: $103-$136.

For further information please see Bulletin Boards or call Extension 3058 or 3059.
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